Introduction to Conscious Media Network Interview with James

The pivot of true power exists in the expression of behavioral intelligence flowing from the heart and supported by the mind.¹

Note: The following Introduction is written by John Berges, and is included in the Collected Works of the WingMakers Vol. II.

In November 2009, James gave a text interview to the Conscious Media Network, a website devoted to video, audio, and text interviews with various authors, teachers, and researchers of non-traditional healing, psychology, and science. Interviews also include a diverse assortment of metaphysical and spiritual topics.

More than half of the interview with James pertains to the Masons and the Illuminati. This focus by the interviewer was largely driven by the release of Dan Brown’s book The Lost Symbol. Part of the concern of these questions involves the fact that quite a number of America’s founders were, in fact, Freemasons, and that Brown’s book therefore might lead to the disclosure of the higher knowledge that many people suspect is in the possession of the Masons and other similar groups.

The remaining questions are mainly about the Sovereign Integral and the Grand Portal. Altogether, this interview is very informative as James goes into more detail about the Masons and the ill-defined Illuminati. The latter group is probably best identified as the Incunabula in the context of James’ body of writings, although he does not employ the name directly in this interview. More importantly, he reveals more details about the Grand Portal.

Interestingly, the Incunabula and the Grand Portal are two divergent poles that represent the field of conflict between the status quo of the hidden Elite and the forces of change that are bringing about the Era of Transparency and Expansion (see Project Camelot Interview). The former is symbolized by the lower materialistic mind, and the latter symbolizes the emergence of the Sovereign Integral consciousness driven by First Source. Hence, at their cores, these two opposites relate respectively to the ego-personality and the Sovereign Integral. James’ answers in this interview bring these differences into sharp resolution and we will place our attention on this dichotomy.

This interview sets a much different tone than the Project Camelot Interview (PCI) of the year before. First, this interview, although much shorter in length, provides deeper insights into the nature of the Incunabula Elite, but James does not link them with Anu and the Anunnaki Sovereign Integral suppression system as in the PCI. Instead, he identifies the Incunabula as the Animus, who play a prominent role in the WingMakers’ mythology.

Second, James’ selection of the word “soul” in this interview as opposed to his use of the term “Sovereign Integral” in the PCI may be due to the broader audience of CMN. (For example, in this interview James only mentions the Sovereign Integral one time, but he refers to the soul sixteen times. In the PCI interview he refers to the soul thirty-three times and to the Sovereign Integral 124 times.)

¹ Conscious Media Network Interview, p. 2.
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As just mentioned, the CMN audience is more general in its interests compared to the Project Camelot audience, which is very much focused on conspiracy theories. Because of this difference, in the CMN interview, James addresses the questions with less blunt language without sacrificing important details.

He opens the interview with a preliminary response to the nature of the questions, which as already mentioned, focus on the Elite. Our habits of judging others in general, and the Incunabula in particular (Masons, Illuminati, etc.), are addressed as follows:

If any of my answers appear biased or judgmental, I assure you they are merely caught up in the murkiness of words, and don’t reflect either personal bias or a judgment in polarity. I begin with the simple belief that all humans on this planet put forth their best efforts, however, despite their best intentions, they do fall prey to energies that are less than good expressions of their higher natures.²

This opening statement thus defines the platform upon which he bases his answers. This attitude of understanding is evident in the fourth Neruda interview. There Dr. Neruda describes many employees of banks, investment companies, corporations, media companies, etc. who may be totally unaware that they are instruments of the manipulation and abuse of power orchestrated by the Incunabula.

These middle to upper level managers and CEOs are mostly described as people with families and loved ones they seek to protect and nurture just like billions of other people around the world. Now this does not preclude the presence of individuals devoted to power and control over the masses, who stand in the shadows and pull the strings of manipulation.

This is the reason why the Incunabula is so insidious—its machinations are powered by thousands of individuals who do not grasp the underlying complexities of the machinery that keeps humanity imprisoned in the suppression system created by Anu millions of years ago. Without the knowledge of any hidden global agenda, these individuals are simply carrying out the actions that ensure the survival and growth of their institutions.

Consequently, the hopes and fears of the human species are manipulated 24/7 by a hidden Elite, who employ millions of well-meaning people to keep the machine of power in good operating condition, without them realizing the larger purpose of their unknown supervisors.

The Mind and the Heart—The mind has been held in higher esteem by virtually all of the religious, spiritual, and scientific elite, and this is because the heart is perceived as soft, feminine, weak, and utterly reactive.³

As briefly discussed earlier, this century is going to be dominated by a conflict between the materialistic forces of the ego-personality mind, and the spiritual forces of the Sovereign

² Ibid., p. 1.
³ Ibid., pp. 2-3
Integral heart. The former dominates our global civilization and the latter has been relegated to an inferior role by the combined forces of materialistic science, technology, and commercial interests. However, as many of you are probably aware, the heart and Sovereign Integral side of this dichotomy is in its ascendency within the consciousness of many individuals around the world. This is a clear sign of a shift in consciousness.

At the beginning of the interview, James is quick to point out that the supposed “higher knowledge” possessed by the Masons and other secret societies will not lead humanity out of its present global crisis. On the contrary, the intelligence of the heart and the expression of the six virtues of appreciation, compassion, forgiveness, humility, understanding, and valor are the keys for neutralizing the negative emotions that keep humanity in fear—remembering that fear is a powerful tool used by the Elite. It’s not about gaining possession of secret higher knowledge, but about expressing the heart’s virtues, which only requires a minimal amount of knowledge that anyone can apply to negative emotions. In this view, the heart and its virtues set the stage and define the psychological environment that the ego-personality mind then inhabits and operates within.

It is also important to point out that there is a distinct difference between the more common emotions exhibited by the sentimental heart of the ego, and the higher emotions of the Sovereign Integral radiating through the spiritual heart.

The heart possesses an uncommon intelligence, resilience, and ability to flow and adapt. I’m not talking about the sentimental heart; the heart that is spoken of in our culture as being sensitive, sentimental, sympathetic, caring, and needful. The heart of empowerment is the point of consciousness within the individual, where the vibration of equality is lit by the Creator—it is the original awareness. It is the place where the interface between individuality and Oneness occurs.

The heart of enlightenment is perfectly sober and clear-eyed. It is empowered, and it is capable of unending compassion and love. It cannot be depleted unless the individual turns it off. The sentimental heart, the heart of indulgence and over-caring is unrelated to the heart of empowerment, and it is critical to make this distinction.4

The sentimental heart and the Sovereign Integral heart have their counterparts in the mind. The mind is differentiated as the lower mind of the personal ego and the higher mind of the Sovereign Integral. The former reflects the beliefs of the ego-personality born out of the Human Mind System of Anu, while the latter reflects the consciousness of the Sovereign Integral. The lower mind is the material mind and the higher mind is the spiritual mind. At the end of this interview, James refers to the higher mind as a key component of the Sovereign Integral’s expression in the physical world.

He compares the heart-mind system to a metaphorical journey. At this stage of our journey

4 Ibid., p. 3.
on earth, the heart is the most useful tool we can use for the critical passage through which we are now traversing. Once the practice of the heart is firmly established by a large segment of humanity, the higher mind can then be utilized for the next stage of our journey.

One final admission; I realize that someone could read my answers and feel that I have disregarded the mind as a second-rate organ to the heart. This is not the case. The mind is not a single entity, it has many different facets, some are subtle and highly spiritualized, and some are obsessively destructive or misguided (not unlike emotions). The higher, or spiritualized mind, if I may call it that, remains elusive at this time for humanity.

The higher mind will be the better tool later in the journey, but for now, the heart is what serves humanity best . . . .

There is no judgment that the heart is superior to the mind or vice versa. The truth is that they are “wired” in the same network of light, and one cannot invoke the heart wisdom without touching the higher mind . . . . It [the heart] is like an inductive force that attracts the vibration of equality to the planetary sphere. Once this vibration is ubiquitous and anchored on the planet, humanity can then employ its next tool on the journey, the higher mind.5

Before we continue, another key factor in our quest for higher knowledge is that we don’t require an intermediary to provide us with this knowledge. No one has to place themselves under the guidance of priests, gurus or psychological systems in order to practice living from the heart and expressing the Sovereign Integral perspective of Oneness, Equality, and Truth—the heart practice is already within us waiting to be activated.

The Elite and the Animus—This partnership between humanity’s leadership (i.e., royal families) and the Animus was for mutual benefit. Royalty was given leadership not because the Gods (or Animus) favored them, but because it was understood that royalty would ensure the enslavement of humanity.6

James paints a new perspective on the nature of the individuals who form the Elite. Originally they formed groups, secret organizations, and esoteric schools as alternatives to the influence of exoteric religions that depended on threats and faith to maintain control over their followers. James explains:

Historically, when the world’s three religions dominated the landscape of spirituality, these organizations (Freemasonry and the Illuminati) provided alternatives, or more esoteric augmentations, to what was being taught in

5 Ibid., pp. 18-9.
6 Ibid., p. 9.
churches, synagogues, and mosques around the world. These brighter renderings of the spiritual teachings resonated with those who were intellectually prepared to appreciate them.7

So, these esoteric groups began with the best intentions and led those who entered their groups to deeper insights into spirituality. Problems arose in these groups over time, however, as their members became infected with a sense of elitism. As a result, over the years, these groups gradually became more interested in protecting their “higher” knowledge from the ignorant masses, the ordinary people, than in educating them to worldviews based on spiritual practices liberated from the priests who stood between the faithful and God.

Eventually, the elite of the elite withdrew into their own secret clique and created agendas of power, and this Elite group is termed the Incunabula by James. The ambitions of this super elite lead to the inculcation of “dark energies” in these individuals. Here the picture crosses the border into other dimensions from which the sources of these dark energies dwell. James explains this best:

"[I]t is in the ambition frequency of a single individual that the dark energies can dull the heart’s wisdom and awaken the cunning of the darkened mind . . . .

Any organization that wields significant power must deal with this reality . . . . Power is the pivot of the dark energies, and they understand that leadership aspirations are the easiest to corrupt and bend to their subtle, but persistent vector into the darkened mind. This is the very nature of elitism.

These energies are not human-based, but rather are from a different dimensional realm. I won’t go into the subject here because it is a very complex topic, but suffice it to say that these energies are observing these organizations and the aspiring leaders therein, seeking influence from their dimension in the human one. They are not satisfied to allow human authority to reign unimpeded because they perceive the dimensional barriers as porous, unlike humanity.8"

Just as in James’ descriptions of the virtues as being conscious and intelligent, here James describes these dark energies as forms of consciousness that “understand” and “observe” in order to influence those who become infected with ambitions of power and control. As James remarks above, this is a complex topic, which he explains in the PCI as Anu and his Suppression System of the Sovereign Integral. In the CMN interview, James approaches this topic in the form of the Animus:

The Animus are the mythological expression of the interdimensional forces I am referring to in this answer . . . . In the vernacular of the WingMakers, the Animus are those who felt they were demigods and did not want to don the human instrument, believing their creation (genetic suit, if you will) was

7 Ibid., p. 5.
8 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
superior. They saw humanity as weak and easily diverted from a path of illumination, but felt that this condition provided an opportunity to enslave humanity without humanity even being aware of this enslavement.

These forces, invisible to the human senses, were hidden in the veils of energy that surrounded us. The Animus operate in the paradigm that mental energy is superior to emotional energy . . . . It is not so much that they continue to impress this view on our domain of consciousness; rather, it is that they did so many thousands of years ago and these paradigms became infused in our three-dimensional consciousness. You could think of it as an embedded artifact of the human genome, by which the five senses feed the mind and evolve survival skills. In the expression of these survival skills, humanity bifurcated into an elite class and a working class. The elite class contained encoded leaders, and these leaders developed systems of organization to magnify their influence.9

This somewhat lengthy extract further clarifies the slippery slope that the original, well-intentioned esoteric groups and schools went down, some going back as far as ancient Egypt and Greece, and others that formed in Renaissance Europe.

James goes on to state that the Animus are no longer present on earth, but the power of their influence still remains in the form of the dark energies mentioned previously. These dark energies are based in a dimension beyond the physical plane, and their influence finds its outlet in those poisoned by ambition and power who incarnate as human beings in the physical world. In many cases, these individuals were past monarchs and leaders, as well as those who accumulated vast riches through their control over the mining of gold, silver, and gems. (See the fourth Neruda interview for details about the current operations of the Elite.)

There are many more details about this Animus/Elite partnership, but now let’s turn our attention to the other half of this dichotomy, the WingMakers.

The WingMakers, Lyricus, and the Grand Portal—While the dysfunction of ignorance is lifting like a fog to unveil a new light, it will be a process that will occur over the next seventy years. In the terminology of the WingMakers, this transformation is called the Grand Portal.10

James describes the WingMakers in many places in his body of writings. Toward the end of this interview he adds additional remarks.

As I have said many times, the WingMakers are a time-shifted humanity operating on the other side of the Grand Portal, if you will. They incarnate as humans because they are human. They operate in this world with varying degrees of awareness as to their incarnational life and purpose, but the

9 Ibid., p. 7.
10 Ibid., p. 11.
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WingMakers, having been called a hundred different names by different cultures and historical periods, remain the architects of the passageway of humanity to the Grand Portal. That is their purpose. The Ouroboros, the symbol of the snake devouring its own tail, is the esoteric symbol of a species conditioning space-time fields to guide its earlier incarnations so it will evolve to know itself as One.11

This passage contains information of which we may already be aware; information that is easy to grasp, but perhaps the most difficult concept to understand relates to time. As James states, the WingMakers, including himself, are shifted in time. This implies that they are from the future, and even stranger, that they are us from the future. This concept is far too complicated to investigate here. It can, however, yield deep insights by taking the time (excuse the pun) to contemplate its meaning and implications. This next quotation gives further food for thought:

As the species operates from soul consciousness, what the WingMakers call the Sovereign Integral, they are able to condition space-time so they can assist the earlier stages of humanity. It is somewhat analogous to an adult who is able to move backwards in space-time, and whisper ideas or insights from their adult perspective into the mind and heart of their body when it was only a child. The child part of them would think of these thoughts and ideas as original, as their very own, which, in a way, they are, though they originate from their future self.12

In an indirect way, this extract connects the WingMakers to the discovery of the Grand Portal because this is the primary reason why the WingMakers are shifting back in time to offer us their guidance. The WingMakers themselves are not discussed very much in this interview, and the Lyricus Teaching Order is referred to even less (one time), but this is a good place to reiterate that the vast majority of Lyricus teachers are WingMakers. In this regard, Lyricus appears to be an operational arm of the WingMakers that has the responsibility of guiding humanity to the Grand Portal.

Part of the Grand Portal discovery, besides that of the Sovereign Integral’s existence, is that our Sovereign Integrals comprise a “mosaic of One Being.”13 Some people may be leery of the One Being concept because it seems to mean that our individuality will be lost as we are absorbed into an amorphous and Borg-like hive existence (as characterized in Star Trek). On the contrary—

[t]his oneness does not mean that individuality will no longer exist, quite

---

11 Ibid., p. 17.
12 Ibid., p. 17.
13 Ibid., p. 12.
the opposite. Individuality is heightened in the One Being paradigm, it is simply aligned to a collective purpose, and this purpose is to explore and share the accumulated wisdom of the One Being through creation. It does not mean that humanity is a hive mentality as depicted in science fiction. The soul of One Being is a connected entity that operates as a unified body of coherent creation aligned to the higher frequencies that issue from the dimensions of non-time, non-space, and non-matter.14

Further into the interview, the Grand Portal is described more clearly.

The Grand Portal is not present on earth at this time. It is a technology, a new science, and a spiritual practice that will enable the collective human instrument (humanity) to irrefutably prove the human soul as an immortal consciousness that expresses itself through a multi-faceted, incarnational life. This awareness is a fundamental pivot of humanity, and it will change every aspect of life for the human family and earth. The spiritual guides of humanity are truly time-shifted humans who have experienced this Grand Portal, and have, through the orchestration of time, returned to historical periods and assisted specific people and organizations to move their technology, science, and spiritual practices in the direction of the Grand Portal.15

Summing up, the WingMakers of Lyricus are time-shifted when they incarnate as human beings, which they are. In a manner difficult for us to understand, they are reaching back into the past (our present) in order to guide us to the Grand Portal.

This discovery will completely alter our civilization in all aspects, from scientific theories to religious theologies, from medicine to psychology, and from the hierarchical structures of corporations to governments. In effect, we will enter into an entirely new phase of evolution as a species that will extend our early exploration of the earth to the multi-dimensional exploration of the cosmos.

James is then asked to describe the most important lesson we can learn in this transition over the next seventy years.

The Priorities of Practice—In Lyricus there is a phrase called Priorities of Practice. We use it to describe how an individual places their focus on the practices that matter, not in the sense of achievement, but in the sense of wielding the energy of the heart to the needs of the human family.16

The practice of living from the heart and the six virtues equates to the vibration of equality,
sometimes called the tone of equality. In simple terms, this means that all human beings are equal in Oneness, Equality, and Truth, despite the frailties and weaknesses we all possess. By holding this, the attitude of the Sovereign Integral in all our daily encounters, we are being asked to work from the Love and Light of the heart.

In this age of high technology and immense information access via the Internet, the priority of heart practice may seem like an effete and naïve activity, but this practice is the most compatible energy system relative to the energy of the dimensional shift. This is not a shift to more knowledge, even to the hidden, so-called higher knowledge of the Incunabula, but instead, it is a shift to spiritual Love.

As pointed out in this interview, the world doesn’t need more knowledge at this critical period of history, but rather it needs more love in the form of understanding, forgiveness, and compassion. The world needs attitudes and expressions of humility, appreciation, and the valor to defend individuals from the injustices and prejudices running rampant through society—producing violence and untold misery and suffering.

The polarity of species is fear inducing. This only serves the purpose of those who feed off of fear, and there is an entire industry of fear on earth. But this industry has an expiration date, and while the discovery of the Grand Portal will extinguish it, this industry is already diminishing.17

The key tool that you, the reader, can consider using is the practice of the six virtues. By making this practice a priority over the seeking and accumulation of arcane and esoteric knowledge you can align yourself to the incoming frequency of the shift in consciousness that is underway. Then you will join with others who are serving humanity and our planet in the Era of Transparency and Expansion.

The heart virtues are accessible and simple. Their potency is an order of magnitude greater than the mind’s energies. They are a connected force, and there is nothing new about them. They have been the constant in the soul’s incarnational life.18

17 Ibid., p. 18.
18 Ibid., p. 16.
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Conscious Media Network (CMN) - Question 1: Dan Brown’s newest work, *The Lost Symbol*, is coming into the collective minds of tens of millions of people at a time when the United States (and planet) is about to undergo a great upheaval. Can you tell us about the spiritual implications of having the more secret and enlightened ideals of some of America’s forefathers revealed at this time to the population at large?

James’ Introduction
I’d like to begin this interview with a brief statement. If any of my answers appear biased or judgmental, I assure you they are merely caught up in the murkiness of words, and don’t reflect either personal bias or a judgment in polarity. I begin with the simple belief that all humans on this planet put forth their best efforts, however, they do, despite their best intentions, fall prey to energies that are less than good expressions of their higher natures. This reality requires a constant dose of compassion, understanding, and forgiveness in order to maintain equilibrium. There is but one antidote to judging another person: bless them. If we bless people instead of judging them, we operate more genuinely from our hearts, and untether ourselves from fear.

James - Answer 1: Much of the knowledge that is being processed for mass consumption, whether it comes through facilitated films, books, artworks websites or scientific discoveries, is centered on the older paradigms of the esoteric knowledge, and tends to be about the mental powers, which are presumed to be more essential and practical than the powers of the heart, or emotional field.

It is the tenet of these “secret and enlightened ideals” that the *mind*, if properly activated, using certain principles, technologies, or rituals, will invoke the higher knowledge, attracting it to the aspirant and filling them with the comprehension of how to be God. Conspicuously missing from this equation of Godhood is behavioral intelligence.

Indeed, behavioral intelligence is the equation, and its parts are clothed in words like Appreciation, Compassion, Humility, Forgiveness, Understanding, and Valor. The ancient knowledge, or perennial wisdom as it is sometimes called, is not a set of secrets to guard, but rather an expression of emotions that anyone can apply in their everyday life.

To be sure, this simplicity seems too easy intellectually, and too hard to practice behaviorally, or so it is believed. The pivot of true power exists in the expression of behavioral intelligence flowing from the heart and supported by the mind. And it is from this base, settled in the physical center, or heart of the individual, *where one’s connection to the vibration of equality lives*, and it is this vibration that powers all things referred to as God (and a hundred other names) by the ancient knowledge.

With that said, the “secrets” of America’s forefathers, if they do not include as their foundation, behavioral intelligence, are merely secrets of the mind, and they hold no particular power in the fields of
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vibration that really matter. They may assist the ambitions of people. They may attract success and glamour as determined by a culture of greed. However, as secrets go, they live in the sphere of the mind and have little resonance with the heart or even the pivot points of human ascension.

What is often referred to as “the Path to Enlightenment,” is an arcane mashup of rituals, ceremony, mantras, and other external trappings that predispose the practitioner to receive the higher knowledge of enlightenment. But the higher knowledge isn’t contained in knowledge; it’s contained in the expressions of the higher virtues of the heart, and in order to express these virtues independently of external conditions, it requires practice, vigilance, forgiveness, and a heart that is open, vulnerable, simple, and aware of itself as the true “seat of consciousness.”

This is the anti-knowledge, which is the release of the arcane, and the unlearning of the learned. It is the expression of the simple heart virtues, instead of the mind’s penchant for seeking out the minutia of the esoteric.

The mind is the outgrowth of the ego-personality, and in the cultural context of modern life, it is magnetically attracted to the states of glamour, success, popularity, and power. The mind—as ingrained by our three-dimensional world—is phenomenalistic, which is to say it needs to see the rule of cause and effect. In other words, the mind looks at life and thinks: if I do this, my actions lead to that. So the elite have found methods to obtain certain effects from certain causes, which lead to a sense of creation, a sense of power, a sense of sovereignty. This knowledge is presumed to be withheld from man by the elite, as if it is too dangerous in the hands of the common person who might not have control of their actions.

This is not to say that America’s forefathers were exclusively centered in the realm of the mind, but it was, and is, the dominant paradigm of the esoteric knowledge. The mind has been held in higher esteem by virtually all the religious, spiritual, and scientific elite, and this is because the heart is perceived as soft, feminine, weak, and utterly reactive. The development of this perception was all part of the cloaking or diminishment of humanity’s true empowerment (a subject unto itself).

The heart possesses an uncommon intelligence, resilience, and ability to flow and adapt. I’m not talking about the sentimental heart; the heart that is spoken of in our culture as being sensitive, sentimental, sympathetic, caring, and needful. The heart of empowerment is the point of consciousness within the individual where the vibration of equality is lit by the Creator—it is the original awareness. It is the place where the interface between individuality and Oneness occurs.

The heart of enlightenment is perfectly sober and clear-eyed. It is empowered, and it is capable of unending compassion and love. It cannot be depleted unless the individual turns it off. The sentimental heart, the heart of indulgence and over-caring is unrelated to the heart of empowerment, and it is critical to make this distinction.

There are those who say if you understand all of the conspiratorial factors in the world; if you have
knowledge of the ancient mysteries; if you fathom the depths of physics and the heights of cosmology, 
then you are a person of superior knowledge, perhaps even a person who is self-realized. But if this 
realization is not earned by deeds of the virtuous heart, then the realization will be hollow and short-lived. This condition is what fuels the search for the esoteric, and why the mystery schools, mysticism, 
arcan knowledge, and similar paths evolve into organizations like the Freemasons. The search is never-ending because the stratification of knowledge is tantalizingly always out of reach, or protected from 
the profane.

CMN - Question 2: Within this work of popular fiction also comes the unveiling of the more sophomoric 
traditions and rituals of the modern Freemasons (blood-soaked ceremonies and allegiances on oaths of 
death), which will inevitably create confusion among the readers, some of whom are also familiar with 
the dark side of the Freemason/Illuminati agendas. Can you please shed some light on the origin and 
true intention of the Illuminati and Freemasons as you see it?

James – Answer 2: The elite class, those gifted with special blueprints, intellectual capacities, technical 
skills or leadership abilities are not too concerned with the spiritual implications of their work, and this 
includes the forefathers of America and virtually every state in history. Those who found a country that 
is liberated from royal blood, generally become bound to an elite circle—in virtually every aspect of 
society, including the arts, education, commerce, government, technology, and media. The Freemasons 
saw the importance of cutting across the social circles and integrating a more egalitarian approach to 
their membership. This would provide them with outreach, a wider funnel, if you will, in which to attract 
the talent pool from which they would wield power and influence.

The Illuminati took a different approach. They saw the elite circles of man—those with a more 
egalitarian orientation—as “party rooms for the masses.” Their focus was wealth and ownership of 
natural resources, knowing that a far more exclusive “club” would be the result and that this club’s 
members could infiltrate other elite circles, hijacking their agendas to serve the Illuminati. As with any 
global organization, Illuminati members, just as with Freemasons, have a wide range of characteristics, 
agendas, personal motives, and passions, but there is greater homogeneity within the Illuminati when 
compared to the Freemasons.

I realize that the Freemasons have been credited with very ingenious encoding and decoding and that 
they’ve been credited with great feats of insight into the arcane works of the mystics of history. And 
some would posit that they have already discovered the greatest of all knowledge and secreted it away 
in their private vaults for fear it would be misused.

However, true wisdom never comes to an individual until they are ready. And when they are ready, is 
not in the hands of any human or organization to decide. When a person is ready, truth will find them. 
They don’t require a search party or a mantra or a guru or a mountaintop cave. True wisdom is in the 
heart, sober and unencumbered, and ever waiting, and there is no power on earth that can create a 
barrier between this true wisdom and the individual who is properly prepared.
The only question is what is the best preparation? Is it membership in a collective organization like the Freemasons or a church or a spiritual organization? Is it reading the ancient books of knowledge? Is it going off to sweat lodges and vision quests? For every person, it is the same answer: when you reach out with authentic surrender, and you listen to your heart’s empowerment by expressing the virtues of your heart, your preparations are in process, and everything else simply provides texture, balance, challenge, and context.

So, the Freemasons and Illuminati began with different areas of focus. I realize that I’m simplifying the roots of these organizations to a very elementary degree, but it is impossible to paint these organizations with one color. They are multi-dimensional in every aspect. The key point of similarity is that the elite enjoy one another’s company, and they see advantage in it relative to personal success and accumulation of power. They also see their agendas as more coherent and visionary than the average man or woman, and therefore, more important to manifest.

In the manifestation of these agendas, they build bonds and relationships. And that is the key reason these groups endure. Over time they morph according to the dictates of changing mores and memes, many of which they created. So, the leadership calibrates their organization based on the perceptual shifts of the changing times.

The “true intention” of these two organizations, as you put it, is impossible to define, and it’s for this reason: these organizations are not formed of one mind. They are composites of hundreds of minds, each with their own preparedness. Historically, when the world’s three religions dominated the landscape of spirituality, these organizations (Freemasonry and the Illuminati) provided alternatives, or more esoteric augmentations, to what was being taught in churches, synagogues, and mosques around the world. These brighter renderings of the spiritual teachings resonated with those who were intellectually prepared to appreciate them.

Thus, one of their intentions was to provide an alternative to the more dogmatic approach of the world’s dominant religions. They were a harbor for some of the more esoteric teaching that had been encoded within the Perennial Wisdom, or Ancient Knowledge, and they didn’t want religious intermediaries. It was a form of disintermediation, or spiritual bypass, between man and what was perceived as Truth, or Godhood. The religions on earth did not want the idea to circulate that humans could aspire to Godhood, despite the fact that their founders spoke of this reality to their followers.

One of the unfortunate realities of these organizations, as they evolve and become influential, is that they attract new energies (inter-dimensionally), and from these new energies, new directions arise. So, while you could say that the initial trajectory of these organizations was centered on the esoteric and ancient knowledge, they increasingly became infected with the lower energies of psychic and lower mind phenomena. Over time these energies created new obsessions within the leadership to further segment their organizations so the elite of the elite were able to conduct different agendas undetected.

**CMN - Question 3:** It would appear to be obvious that there has been a corruption of these intentions
through time, where money and control entered the traditions. What forces were, and are, at work
within these secret organizations attempting to corrupt the higher ideals of many who wish to become
more whole and awake beings? I believe you refer to them as the Animus, so please feel free to use this
terminology for the sake of consistency.

**James – Answer 3:** I hinted at this corruption in my last answer. Intentions are easy to change as one
gets closer to human power, the result of ambition, greed, and the love of glamour. Within the highest
levels of the Freemasons and Illuminati are humans, replete with human faults and the excesses of
ambition. While they may lack compassion for the average person, they still have all of the same issues,
notwithstanding their wealth. They remain immersed in a reality of ignorance; they simply fight against
the reign of ignorance with greater intellectual fervor than the ordinary person.

The ordinary person has always been the slave of disunity, survival, and ambition leaving little time to
contemplate the path of enlightenment. The paths that were given him and her to achieve this
enlightenment were diluted by the competing interests of religious leaders who were more interested in
the retention of their followers than their liberation and self-sufficiency as students of the spiritual
works.

Every organization has an energetic spectrum, and within this spectrum there are zones of resonance
that are activated by its leadership to “pull” others into their organization. Rituals and ceremony are
eamples of this zone of resonance, so, too, are the activities of giving back to the community. All these
zones of resonance are like magnetic fields that attract followers and grow the organization. When an
organization is in its infancy, it is generally trying to define these zones of resonance and establish their
power of magnetism, which energetically recruit members.

Most of these “zones” are adopted from other traditions or earlier systems of belief, and are modified.
The archetypal patterns are simply remixed, and as these organizations find the zones of resonance that
attract the membership profiles they desire, a certain percentage of the new members will reach for
leadership, and they will say or do nearly anything to achieve this, because the seduction of these
resonance zones can be undeniable. This is the beginning of the end because it is in the ambition
frequency of a single individual that the dark energies can dull the heart’s wisdom and awaken the
cunning of the darkened mind.

Any organization that wields significant power must deal with this reality. It doesn’t matter if it is
political, military, religious, spiritual, industrial, educational, scientific, or artistic. Power is the pivot of
the dark energies, and they understand that leadership aspirations are the easiest to corrupt and bend
to their subtle, but persistent vector into the darkened mind. This is the very nature of elitism.

These energies are not human-based, but rather are from a different dimensional realm. I won’t go into
the subject here because it is a very complex topic, but suffice it to say that these energies are observing
these organizations and the aspiring leaders therein, seeking influence from their dimension in the
human one. They are not satisfied to allow human authority to reign unimpeded because they perceive
the dimensional barriers as porous, unlike humanity.

The Animus are the mythological expression of the inter-dimensional forces I am referring to in this answer. The Animus are the legendary, mythical race—often referred to in religious texts, as the fallen angels. In the vernacular of the WingMakers, the Animus are those who felt they were demigods and did not want to don the human instrument, believing their creation (genetic suit, if you will) was superior. They saw humanity as weak and easily diverted from a path of illumination, but felt that this condition provided an opportunity to enslave humanity without humanity even being aware of this enslavement.

These forces, invisible to the human senses, were in the veils of energy that surrounded us. The Animus operate in the paradigm that mental energy is superior to emotional energy. The mind produces technology, technology produces power, power produces supremacy over other life forms, and supremacy produces ease. Thus, mind produces ease. This is the very simple flow that the Animus use to structure their worldview and how they applied it to our world. It is not so much that they continue to impress this view on our domain of consciousness; rather, it is that they did so many thousands of years ago and these paradigms became infused in our three-dimensional consciousness. You could think of it as an embedded artifact of the human genome, by which the five senses feed the mind and evolve survival skills. In the expression of these survival skills, humanity bifurcated into an elite class and a working class. The elite class contained encoded leaders, and these leaders developed systems of organization to magnify their influence. Bifurcation is just life cell division, it continues to bifurcate and multiply classes of influence. At the highest class of influence sat royalty and its inner court. Religion became another class of elitism, as did military organizations.

These classes of influence were the easy targets of the Animus thousands of years ago. They imprinted their caste systems on the broader world view of humanity, and they managed to rule the world through the manipulations of a handful of humans as a result. The Animus are no longer here on earth, but their systems of manipulation endure in the hands of ambitious leaders—all quite human—and all echoing the darkened mind of their Gods of ancient times who remain hidden in an entirely unearthly dimension of existence.

The Animus didn’t seek to corrupt the ways of enlightenment, instead, in a very deliberate way, they invented enlightenment, but with one important plot twist added. A human must have an intermediary between them and God. God was not within the heart, God was outside in the abstraction of Heaven. God was different than humanity. Knowledge was of the mind. The mind was the catalyst of all enlightenment and the seat of consciousness. The heart was a mechanical pump. The mind was the path to Godhood, provided the right intermediary was helping you.

The Animus invented humanity’s image of God. They didn’t want humanity to see God, or a higher intelligence, or creator as something that was the wholeness of humanity. That particular concept was skillfully suppressed, and anyone who would extol this concept was a heretic and eliminated from the social order.
Thus, the orders of religion, spirituality, esotericism, and even the mystical practices of the secret orders unknown to today’s scholars, all viewed God as something separate from humanity, and that humanity was created from this God Force. Humanity was a weak life form that conducted itself as a selfish animal hardly fit to receive the graces of its creator. As humanity evolved and its culture began to express this evolution, there remained one constant: God and Humanity are polar opposites, and yet by the grace of God, humankind remained connected to its “father,” or creator.

None of the so-called secret fraternities can be blamed for corrupting the path to enlightenment. They only embellished the corruption that was the handiwork of the Animus. They functionalized it and created resonance zones to promulgate it. That is all one can say.

CMN - Question 4: Was it an intention throughout modern history for the Animus to specifically infiltrate these organizations and to create confusion at this time in history when clarity is so desperately needed?

James – Answer 4: You have undoubtedly heard the phrase that children are so impressionable. Humanity, as a whole, shares this faculty. Humanity was in its infancy when the inter-dimensional forces of the Animus were clipping humanity’s wings. This partnership between humanity’s leadership (i.e., royal families) and the Animus was for mutual benefit. Royalty was given leadership not because the Gods (or Animus) favored them, but because it was understood that royalty would ensure the enslavement of humanity. Once this structure was in place, the Animus had built a “clock” that would continue to tick from century to century. In modern history, the Animus have been absent, and yet the impressions of ancient history endure in both the human genome and behaviorally.

Ignorance of what the human family truly is remains as pervasive as air. Science and religion stir the water and awaken the sediments of this ignorance like masterful conductors of obfuscation. Not intentionally, for the most part, but with the same result. The human family is a single organism that connects through the heart. This single organism is the savior we have sought; the intermediary we have been told was required. And yet, by burrowing into the mind and seeking the external visage of God, we have learned in the wrong direction.

Our impressionability attracts the mindsets and models that are increasingly outdated and ill-fitted to our needs of today. Our confusion is a result of this. One can choose to blame secret organizations, or religious zealots, or the Animus, but the heart’s wisdom remains our portal of new behaviors and our gateway to enlightenment, not only for us, but for humanity at large.

One of the fallacies of enlightenment is that it is personal. It is me learning the secret knowledge, and somehow, knowing that knowledge, I become a better person. Perhaps I become a better writer, a better parent, a better business person, a better human being. However, the heart wisdom of behavioral intelligence, what I refer to as the Six Heart Virtues, is done for everyone. It is not personal. It is seeking the connection to all. It is the rediscovery of the vibration of equality—that symphony of integration that defines humanity as One Being.
It is this discovery we are struggling to understand. And its discovery is assured.

**CMN - Question 5:** It has been written about from every corner of the world that a time would come when humankind would begin to awaken/remember/transform into a more cohesive and cosmically aligned species. Alignment to the galactic center has been pointed to, as well as other astrological conditions that would make an energetic opening for this mass awakening. Was it ever in the best interests of the public at large that the higher knowledge be protected by a handful of monks, priests, scientists, and adepts until the arrival of this time or was this a function of the Animus?

**James – Answer 5:** The “higher knowledge” has never been protected, nor has it required protection. As I said, humanity simply learned in the wrong direction. It is not as if the higher knowledge is a nuclear bomb or that it could be used by someone to manipulate others, destroy someone, or create chaos from order. The higher knowledge cannot be subverted, modified or otherwise recombined to be anything but beneficent and supportive.

Imagine that you had a secret code, and every time this code was spoken, love filled the world. If you shared this code with others, and they spoke it, more love entered the world, and this grew and expanded until humanity began to see itself as One Being connected in the heart. All the practices, rituals, culture, and pomp and circumstance that divide us would dissolve amid this rising tide of love. So, this code would be considered by many as harmful to their old ways of doing business. They would try to make it illegal to speak this code and share it. They would try to put the genie back into its bottle. This would be protecting the higher knowledge.

However, as you know, there is no secret code or formula. What the elite have done is turned our attention in the wrong direction, and they have left the higher knowledge untouched, unprotected, and languishing in disuse. They model a different behavioral intelligence—one that is fueled by the lower mind and ego-personality. Yes, there is secret knowledge that is protected, but none of it has anything to do with how to raise the frequency of love within the human instrument so that the individual can find, share, and become a viral entity of the vibration of equality. And this, so far as I know, is the only higher knowledge worthy of contemplation and practice at this time in humanity’s evolution.

As for your comment about a “time would come when humankind would begin to awaken/remember/transform into a more cohesive and cosmically aligned species,” the world is abuzz with both hope and fear, in fairly equal portions from my viewpoint. The hope is that this long foretold prophecy is true, and the fear is that it will exact a turbulent manifestation.

The spoken code example I mentioned earlier is a metaphor of this transformation, and the code is a code of behavior. The behavior is the expression of the virtuous heart as it guides our individual and collective behavior. While the dysfunction of ignorance is lifting like a fog to unveil a new light, it will be a process that will occur over the next seventy years. In the terminology of the WingMakers, this transformation is called the Grand Portal, which is the irrefutable discovery of the human soul and how
this soul is part of a mosaic of One Being.

This oneness does not mean that individuality will no longer exist, quite the opposite. Individuality is heightened in the One Being paradigm, it is simply aligned to a collective purpose, and this purpose is to explore and share the accumulated wisdom of the One Being through creation. It does not mean that humanity is a hive mentality as depicted in science fiction. The soul of One Being is a connected entity that operates as a unified body of coherent creation aligned to the higher frequencies that issue from the dimensions of non-time, non-space, and non-matter.

An individual can fight these frequencies or ignore them. A collective entity cannot. It must operate in alignment to these higher energies or they will bring chaos—an environment that will not support Oneness. In approximately seventy years the Grand Portal will be discovered by a new science, and it will catapult humanity into a new relationship with the universe. The face of humanity will change as it incorporates a massively expanded definition of itself, and in this era of redefining, humanity will become aligned and coherent. This change will appear to come as a result of this new science, but in truth, it will be the result of trillions upon trillions of behavioral shifts that precede it.

CMN - Question 6: If we were to recover the intention of the pure ideals of the Enlightenment, or Illuminists, would it not lead us directly to the fusing of higher scientific understandings of quantum, or particle physics fused with higher cosmic consciousness based on ancient wisdoms?

James – Answer 6: You pose a good question, and I realize that many people have taught that the “ancient wisdom” is only being verified by today’s science, but what was considered knowledge a thousand, or two thousand years ago, was in many ways more incoherent than it is today. Knowledge of the spiritual realm was admixed with potions, morality, alchemy, and every manner of psychic phenomenon that you can imagine. Many of these aspects have been romanticized in contemporary literature, but the reality was that nearly everyone was lost in the maze of the lower mind. There were some exceptions to be sure, but their influence was limited by technology and literacy rates.

It is completely understandable how people can have an affectionate belief in the ancient knowledge and believe that it was more advanced—at a spiritual level—than our contemporary knowledge, but that isn’t true in my opinion. Alchemy and mysticism were strange bedfellows, but those who sought transformational experiences, not for phenomenon or local glamour, but due to a genuine interest in peeling the onion of Truth, they were more often anonymous, regular, simple people who were close to their heart’s wisdom and listened to it above all else.

I realize there’s been much made of astronomical advances in certain cultures and that technologies in ancient civilizations were more advanced in some ways than today, but again, it is not my view. There has never been a time on earth when both technology, scientific, and spiritual awareness have been higher than right now. The confluence of technology, science, and spirituality is intersecting, and they will eventually conjoin when the heart of humanity is prepared.
CMN - Question 7: In 2005 you wrote a beautifully articulated paper on the energetic heart\textsuperscript{19} in which you speak of the Animus, or those who are controlling the earth and her inhabitants. You stated that these beings are not completely extraterrestrial in source, rather a combination of types of beings. Can you explain further? Five years have passed since you wrote this. What are you observing today of the energetic signature of those who are still attempting to control humankind?

James – Answer 7: There really are no beings “who are still attempting to control humankind.” As I mentioned earlier, the Animus leadership, the ones who were controlling humanity, have achieved what they desired from this planet and its people, and they are gone.

Those beings that were aligned with the Animus, that remain, are not extraterrestrial; they are extra-dimensional in the sense that they do not commonly manifest in our space-time, but they do have a partial awareness of our race and planet and in that awareness, there is an involvement. The human race is a generator of immense energy and there are entities in other space-times that desire to employ this energy. The energy I refer to is electromagnetic, and is a product of our emotions, and to a much lesser degree, our thoughts. These entities are not trying to control humanity so much as use humanity’s emotional energetics for their own purpose.

They are not the ones orchestrating wars or emotional calamities. Humans are quite capable of doing this on their own. In many ways, these entities are the equivalent of pilot fish who attach themselves to a shark, feeding off the scraps of food that the shark overlooks. In extreme cases, they can attach themselves to people and even organizations that live in the deep dramas of emotional turmoil and turbulence. But as I said, this is not the same as controlling humankind; it is more of a parasitic relationship.

CMN - Question 8: I’d like to go back to the founding fathers of America. Is it fair to say that America was a significant development in the spiritual (I’m not speaking of religion) history of this planet?

James – Answer 8: Not to put too fine a point on it, I’m not sure that the spiritual history of earth has yet been written. One can say that the earth has supported an amazing array of life, but it is still a three-dimensional planet, preparing itself for an ascension path into the more rarified frequencies of the multiverse. That said, I understand the basis of your question. The spiritual energies that were nurtured in America at its formation, in the form of freedom of worship, were significant, and they helped to establish more openness to alternative pathways and more of a “we the people” in terms of religious practice.

CMN - Question 9: We know that certain beings, such as the Wingmakers, incarnate at pivotal times throughout the history of our world and other worlds as well. Is it also fair to say that the beings who incarnated into the roles as the first leaders of America were also of a powerful nature, the kind of beings who have shown up throughout the planet’s historical shifting points—Lemuria, Atlanteah,

\textsuperscript{19} The article alluded to is The Energetic Heart: Its Purpose in Human Destiny.”
Atlantis, Egypt, Renaissance Europe, and directly into the times in which we are living today? What is their role?

**James – Answer 9:** First, it is important to understand that an entity can incarnate in the role of George Washington, for example, and live life as a humble servant in another incarnation. The incarnational life—when evaluated over dozens or hundreds of lives—is a composite of many angles on the human experience. It is not that the soul of George Washington is more powerful or superior to the next.

The term “old soul” is an example of this fallacy in perspective. There is no such thing as an old or, for that matter, young soul. Soul is not an entity of space-time. It is not conditioned by time. Soul doesn’t improve with age any more than it degenerates with age. Soul is a constant unto itself, however, when soul dons the vessel of the mind, emotions, and physical body (i.e., human instrument), it does become a subject of space-time, but only in the view of a single lifetime.

Soul possesses an incarnational life, which is the composite of its incarnations in space-time, and this incarnational life is thought to be a “school” by some and a “prison” to others. From the WingMakers’ perspective, the human soul possesses an incarnational life to experience creation in a direct, cause and effect process. Space-time is the medium in which this creation can occur, and the incarnational life is the only way to submerge into the medium and create.

The soul’s native state is alignment to the Oversoul—the composite of all souls—and this alignment makes creation, at an individual level, impossible. Thus souls decided to separate from the Oversoul and live as sovereign expressions. Remember that the soul is energy, not a physical or ethereal substance. It is a form of energy unknown in this world, and thus I use the term “energy” in a new context. And though scientists are probing the outer edges of its existence with various theories, it will be several generations before this probing yields indisputable proof.

Thus, a sovereign soul has an incarnational life, and within this life is compartmentalized numerous incarnations within the human family across space-time, but always intersecting earth. Earth is the base-camp for the incarnational life and from it the sovereign soul becomes a creator on a temporary canvas.

Let me give you another example. Many people have discussed the “indigo” children, (or others like them), who appear to be more psychically and spiritually advanced in their awareness than the majority of people. These children are thought to be old souls or off-planetary souls, who are coming to earth now to help anchor the new vibrations and assist in earth’s and humanity’s transformation. But, every generation since the advent of humanity on earth, has had “indigo” children. These are the incarnational lives of souls who are positioned to create a quickening of the space-time field, or medium, in which all sovereign souls use as their creational platform.

You could think of the space-time field of earth, as an incarnational repository for sovereign souls. If you could time slice the history of humankind for the past one hundred thousand years, you would see accelerations occurring in different dimensions, for example, agriculture, science, leisure, technology,
art, spirituality, etc. but often this quickening is provisional, as a cycle of hardship or confusion follows. These cycles are more telling than the spurts. And the cycles that have followed the human family have been dampened by a negligible growth in behavioral intelligence.

This is about to change because we are moving into a new quickening of our space-time medium, and it is centered in the field of the heart, and more people are awakening to this by simply observing what happens when they apply the wisdom of their hearts to their everyday lives.

**CMN - Question 10:** What do you perceive as the most important single lesson for humanity at this moment in our transition?

**James – Answer 10:** In a word: practice. The practice of the art of living from the heart, and expressing the six heart virtues of appreciation, compassion, forgiveness, humility, understanding, and valor are key expressions of the highest frequency on this planet: the vibration of equality. When people are enamored by complex spiritual laws, the systems of manifestation, the exploration of cosmology or the observance of rituals and ceremony, they may fill their minds with information, but ask yourselves: “How is this information leading me to the expression of my heart’s virtues?”

Here’s a hypothetical for your consideration. Imagine if there was an undisclosed text from a credible source that one hundred people read. The text was focused on one simple premise: water is a special medium that conforms to your emotional radiation. If you radiate and infuse water with gratitude and love, it will impart a potent dose of well-being and boost your immunity. Of the one hundred people reading this text, fifty will consider it a reasonable hypothesis assuming its sources are credible and scientific. Of these fifty people, twenty-five will try it once or twice. Of these twenty-five, ten will persist in the practice for a period of one to fourteen days. Of these ten, five will persist in the practice for a period more than fourteen days. Of these five, two will experiment and create practices that are a creation of their own.

In this hypothetical example, only 2 percent of the readers actually applied the information persistently, and created something with it, in this case, a technique for infusing water with healing properties. Why did the other ninety-eight readers ignore the information and elect not to put it into practice and create a technique based on the information? In many cases it is because they moved on to the next thing. They found new information to occupy their minds. They are like bumblebees pollinating a field of ideas, where the construct of *New* is king.

The heart virtues are accessible and simple. Their potency is an order of magnitude greater than the mind’s energies. They are a connected force, and there is nothing new about them. They have been the constant in the soul’s incarnational life.

In Lyricus, there is a phrase called *Priorities of Practice*. We use it to describe how individuals place their focus on the practices that matter, not in the sense of achievement, but in the sense of wielding the energy of the heart to the needs of the human family. We have been taught by the social order that
what we cannot cure, we must endure. And the list of what is incurable seems to grow with every passing day, and I’m not speaking about medical conditions. I’m speaking about the missteps of our global leadership, the selfishness of business, and the falsehoods that are promulgated by the media, to name a just a few.

Anyone who is connected to the state of our world perceives the “incurable” everywhere they turn, and the resulting apathy or the self-indulgence of distraction has become our gesture of endurance. If one can set forth the Priorities of Practice, and make this shift to their heart’s wisdom; find the vibration of equality within them, and radiate this vibration through the heart virtues, they have shared a cure—they have done more than merely endure.

I’ve written extensively about how one can practice the heart virtues and these e-papers are free and available at www.eventtemples.com.

You may be asking yourself, what is the vibration of equality? How do I recognize it? Why is it so important? But discovering the answers is part of the practice; they are discovered as a result of your practice. Your initial resonance with the idea—the abstraction itself—is all that’s required to determine if you are attracted to the feel of the practice. Not everyone has gone through the search for arcane knowledge long enough, hard enough, to have found them unsatisfying. And this is generally a prerequisite of shifting to the heart’s wisdom and expressing it.

CMN - Question 11: I encourage people to read your work and listen to your audio files. In them you speak of a Grand Portal that will be known to all in about seventy-five to eighty years. It is my understanding that the vast majority of the beings on earth, who are now people originally came through this same portal upon arrival to this dimension of earth. If there is a resonance with this, would you care to comment? If not, I will strike this question.

James – Answer 11: The Grand Portal is not present on earth at this time. It is a technology, a new science, and a spiritual practice that will enable the collective human instrument (humanity) to irrefutably prove the human soul as an immortal consciousness that expresses itself through a multi-faceted, incarnational life. This awareness is a fundamental pivot of humanity, and it will change every aspect of life for the human family and earth.

The spiritual guides of humanity are truly time-shifted humans who have experienced this Grand Portal, and have, through the orchestration of time, returned to historical periods and assisted specific people and organizations to move their technology, science, and spiritual practices in the direction of the Grand Portal. It is a long journey for a species to incarnate on a planet and evolve upon that planet to the degree that they are aware of the vibration of equality, not only in a handful of their spiritual leaders, but in the whole of the species. This process is what those who live from the heart are aligning to. They are manifesting this vision.

As the species operates from soul consciousness, what the WingMakers call the Sovereign Integral, they
are able to condition space-time so they can assist the earlier stages of humanity. It is somewhat analogous to an adult who is able to move backwards in space-time, and whisper ideas or insights from their adult perspective into the mind and heart of their body when it was only a child. The child part of them would think of these thoughts and ideas as original, as their very own, which, in a way, they are, though they originate from their future self.

As I have said many times, the WingMakers are a time-shifted humanity operating on the other side of the Grand Portal, if you will. They incarnate as humans because they are human. They operate in this world with varying degrees of awareness as to their incarnational life and purpose, but the WingMakers, having been called a hundred different names by different cultures and historical periods, remain the architects of the passageway of humanity to the Grand Portal. That is their purpose. The Ouroboros, the symbol of the snake devouring its own tail, is the esoteric symbol of a species conditioning space-time fields to guide its earlier incarnations so it will evolve to know itself as One.

Humanity possesses self-sufficiency. It does not require a hundred different ET brothers to solve its problems created out of ignorance or ambition. It returns upon itself to course-correct and lead itself—as a collective—to the precipice of the Grand Portal, and then allows the confluence of technology, science, and spiritual practice to prove to one and all that what exists beneath the exterior of this world we call the human instrument, is only a thin veneer of our total selfhood. And everyone is allowed the opportunity to experience this while incarnated within a human instrument.

Would humanity find the Grand Portal without its future selves pointing the way? No. Does this mean that humanity is frail and weak? No. The three-dimensional world has been carefully constructed to make this realization impossible for a species, without help from its future selves. This is a designed process. It does not mean that humanity does not receive “outside” help from other, non-human agencies. It simply means that the distinctions between human and “other” sources blurs in the light of the Grand Portal, and how one differentiates is a factor of how deeply one perceives what the definition of human means.

Virtually all people define human as the body-brain complex. Some include the emotional field in that definition and also include the consciousness. A few even extend its definition to the earth itself, or at least the interconnection. But, the human genome is so ancient and so far flung as to make the definition of human, as we know it today, analogous to how the universe was defined in the twelfth century.

The polarity of species is fear inducing. This only serves the purpose of those who feed off of fear, and there is an entire industry of fear on earth. But this industry has an expiration date, and while the discovery of the Grand Portal will extinguish it, this industry is already diminishing.

Yes, there is evil in our world. Yes, there are those who are misguided by the darkened mind. And yes, the artifacts of the Animus are all around us in the form of enculturation and limitation. One can live in fear of these realities and seek rational explanations in the texts of scripture or science, or they can...
connect with their heart’s wisdom and express its virtues, and become a source of light in this world.

One final admission; I realize that someone could read my answers and feel that I have disregarded the mind as a second-rate organ to the heart. This is not the case. The mind is not a single entity, it has many different facets, some are subtle and highly spiritualized, and some are obsessively destructive or misguided (not unlike emotions). The higher, or spiritualized mind, if I may call it that, remains elusive to humanity at this time.

Imagine you are on a journey and you have packed a backpack of supplies. You use those supplies based on your position in the journey, for example, crampons when you’re climbing an icy mountain slope; snowshoes when you’re traversing a field of deep snow. Humanity is on a journey, and at certain periods of space-time, the heart is the better tool. That is the case now. The higher mind will be the better tool later in the journey, but for now, the heart is what serves humanity best.

There is no judgment that the heart is superior to the mind, or vice versa. The truth is that they are “wired” in the same network of light, and one cannot invoke the heart wisdom without touching the higher mind. Energetically, they are linked, but the heart, to use another analogy, is the better steering wheel for now because it is such a powerful expressionary force that it induces the vibration of equality into this world. It is like an inductive force that attracts the vibration of equality to the planetary sphere. Once this vibration is ubiquitous and anchored on the planet, humanity can then employ its next tool on the journey, the higher mind.

From my world to yours,

James